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“Lost Secrets of the Repulsine”
Kim, I just spent Thanksgiving with my mother, brother, brother in-law,
sister and her two babies. My father the B-24 navigator decided to stay at home.
That is sad, babies grow up so fast and may one day permanently find an empty
dinner chair where there grandfather usually sat for Thanksgiving, as they did
today. Life flows by so quickly, we must never waste an opportunity to be with
our loved ones.
Dr. Octopus was obsessed by nuclear fusion and so I have been since a small
child.
Kim, I have attempted to prove to you the existence of atmospheric energy untapped by modern man.
I have also stated that in a hydrogen rich environment my pyromagnetic engine is
capable of fusion.
So the good Lord above tricked me into solving a fundamental wind energy
dynamics problem and in the Lord's infinite wisdom rewarded me with a fusion
reactor as well.
I had an arrogant school friend by the name of Ed G. who was second in his
class at our high school and later became a computer software designer.
He mocked me once by claiming one day I would succeed at designing a
"NUCLEAR REACTOR WINDMILL".
By the power of the unseen I actually have. A strange irony Kim, His prophetic
words actually came true, even though at the time he said them in high school I
took that only as an insult.
Kim I swear to you there are more things in heaven and Earth then are dreamt of
in Ed Guise's philosophy!
Kim, why am I not the wealthiest man on Earth at this time?
I solved the Bessler wheel...I will prove that to you.
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I solved the Repulsine mystery. There is another explanation I gave Kurt a
few years ago, besides the explanation I presented to you in the previous letter.
I solved the UFO engine technology, that also leads to fusion in outer
space propulsion systems.
I have also applied that UFO engine technology to dozens of useful
machines from flying boots and belts to dipping cylinders and upper and lower
rotating and non rotating turret mechanisms capable of astronomical power
levels.
Then we have the rocking water pump I fully analyzed for the internet from
Channelview, TX. Lets also not forget the jumping staff.
I have done more, but those developments alone would qualify me as the
worlds wealthiest man.
It is interesting that poor Peter Parker (Spiderman) also never got "RICH"
from being a super hero.
Kim, we live in a controlled society, everyday high government officials
determine who lives and who dies on this planet. Who becomes wealthy and who
remains poor. Only a fool would believe otherwise, as the Mini 500 designer
found out the "HARD WAY".
I have long accepted the fact I will never get rich off of my research even
though it is worth Billions.
I have also feared one day man will apply it to warfare.
Kim, there has "NEVER" been a power source man has "NOT" eventually
used in war.
I have never been concerned about wealth.Each day the Lord allows me
to live is worth more then any money in the bank.What does it profit a man to
gain the world but lose his soul.
Look, I would love a fully equipped physics lab.I "DESERVE" a fully
equipped physics lab,I am rapidly approaching 50. I'm not a young
undergraduate student anymore,I'm long overdo for a little recognition.
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I will only receive it if those very same controlling high official's and
corporate fat cats are willing to give credit where credit is do.
It all depends on just one thing do "I" fit into there plans of
world manipulation?
They can make or break a man overnight.
Or Kim is there a "DIVINE HAND" in the world that supercedes even there
authority, as captain Picard in Star Trek next generation said to a bogus time
traveler (technology thief), he said "Will I save the planet below, just turn a page
in history". He was trying to pump the time traveler for information The fact
was,the time traveler did not come from Captain Picards future, but from his past.
The time traveler stated he would not do anything that might effect the
outcome of his own future,it was his way of avoiding any consequences if captain
Picard accidentally destroyed the planet he was trying to save. The time traveler
was from the past and had "NO" idea how the day was actually going turn out.
Kim, I do not know the future, all I know is the cold hard facts of physics.
The wise Captain Picard stood firm and said he had to do what ever he could to
save the people on the planet below.
Kim that's the rub isn't it my friend. WE DO NOT KNOW THE FUTURE!!!
Just like Captain Picard we must make our best guess and stand behind
it. There is no magic crystal ball or time traveler to pat us on the back in everyday
life.
Kim there is an intermix formula...(Spock stated this to Captain Kirk in the
Star Trek episode "Amok Time")
They were forced to do a cold antimatter implosion of the warp drive.
Spock stated there was an intermix formula, but it had "NEVER BEEN
DONE"!
They succeeded and the Enterprise was hurled back in time 3 days before
the crew was overcome by a mysterious toxic fluid from the planet they
investigated where everyone went mad.
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Kim what I told Kurt of the xxxxx group several years ago and
probably "YOU" in one of my merciless endless E-mails sent to you a year or two
ago.
I told him that a Repulsine might be based on a super conserving
centrifugal compressor.
We of course also must consider that the military is fully aware of the
technology I have discovered and would never allow "ME" to patent it or profit
from it...As I said we are not masters of our own fate...Most people I know, learn
that the hard way when they are hit with a law suit or government censure. I do
not want to be sour grapes, but we are not the first ones to make a discovery of
this nature. We must always be vigilant. For whom does the bell toll? The bell
tolls for thee !Never turn your backs on there kind they are in positions of power
as much from treachery as skill.

What do I mean by a super conserving centrifugal compressor???

Kim, you already posses that secret with your work on the self
regenerating air compressor motor .A commendable idea if there ever was one.
Keep this in the back of your mind. Do not discard this E-mail.
The atmosphere is inherently unstable.
We know that Kim, have you ever seen an "ATMOS" clock?
My neighbor claims to own one.
The clock rewinds as a bellows is squeezed and relieved by the
changes in air pressure.
Your a pilot, I do not have to tell you that works.
Kim, what if by operating a centrifugal compressor we could heat
an "EXTERNAL SHELL"?
Yes ,yes,very simple idea,my industrial all metal shop vac does it
every day.
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We then place an "OUTPUT" turbine above the centrifugal
compressor.
This turbine keeps the centrifugal compressor going.
PURE NONSENSE YOUR ENGINEERING FRIENDS WOULD SAY???
The great "WILLY WANKA" once said " A LITTLE NONSENSE NOW AND
THEN IS RELISHED BY THE WISEST MEN"
Kim, the "ATMOS" clock uses changes in "BAROMETRIC
PRESSURE" to rewind.
The drawback is the extremely "SLOW" nature of changes in
barometric pressure,it can take hours or even days.
Kim, what if inside a confined chamber we could alter barometric
pressure every few seconds?
KIM WHAT IS A WAVY DISC AS FOUND ON THE REPULSINE?

It is nothing but a giant aneroid barometer bellows!!!

Kim, the "HOTTER" a centrifugal compressor becomes the "MORE"
cold air is drawn from the atmosphere to cool it.
In a typical centrifugal compressor that results only in a loss of
energy in the exhaust turbine. Kim "THAT" is why we burn jet fuel to compensate
for the energy lost in compressing intake air (axial or centrifugal configuration)
Kim, in a "SUPER CONSERVING CENTRIFUGAL
COMPRESSOR" the heat loss results in an internal vacuum pulse.
This vacuum pulse expands the wavy disc plates and intakes new
fresh air from the base.
In this concept the exhaust air comes out the "TOP" of the
Repulsine and intake air the bottom.
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You see Kim any change in temperature outside the Repulsine
either loads or compresses the barometric wavy disc plates!!!
The hotter the Repulsine becomes the colder the induced
updraft cooling the external shell.
ALL OF MY UFO ENGINES ARE BASED ON THIS EFFECT!!!
They utilize a form of atmospheric thermal instability in the external
shell to attract a magnetic field and pump air out at high pressure. The hotter the
shell becomes the more unstable the atmosphere around it.
We are actually running a motor based on chaos theory!
The laws of thermodynamics seem to forbid this, frankly Kim the
man who derived those laws was sadly misinformed about several discoveries
Bessler wheel, Repulsine, UFO's)
They all function do to a special case where the laws of
thermodynamics become unreliable.
Kim, you may still not see what I am saying on this one.
It "IS" Nobel prize stuff....I DO NOT WANT A NOBEL PRIZE...all I
want is to win one small victory for mankind before I die.
The people come first, not me. He who would be first among us,
must come last.
Kim, It is worthless for me to argue my atmospheric chaos engine
with you.
THE BEST POSSIBLE WAy TO SHOW YOU, IS IN A DEMONSTRATION
FOR YOUR READERS.
I have already given this considerable thought!
If we take a metal can lid, (as found on a fruitcake tin) and place 16
bent soda straws around its circumference and then place a rubber membrane
over the bottom of the fruitcake tin lid.
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Place this rubber membrane covered container lid into a clear
plastic vacuum bell and begin varying the internal pressure with a small
bellows.The lid will begin to spin up!
ANY CHANGE IN INTERNAL PRESSURE WILL POWER IT. IF
HEAT IS REMOVED FROM THE REPULSINE SHELL IT LOWERS THE
INTERNAL PRESSURE AND EXPANDS THE BAROMETRIC WAVY DISC
PLATES.THIS RELOADS THE BAROMETRIC PLATES WITH WARM AIR
FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE REPULSINE AND ONCE MORE THE
PRESSURE BUILDS UP AND THE PLATE SQUASHES.
You see Kim it is barometrically unstable over the Repulsine plates.
This generates an endless pumping action,
That is why I am reluctant to give up on Kurt's bottom intake, top exhaust
Repulsine concept.
A "CONVENTIONAL" fixed centrifugal compressor can not do this, only a
membranic one as found on the wavy disc used by Viktor!
Kim, I realize I have showed you this idea before.
All I am adding to my previous theory is the simple fact we "CAN USE A
RUBBER MEMBRANE" instead of the copper Repulsine plates!
Kim anyone on the internet can build that!!! There is a Stirling engine that
uses the exact same membrane only in a different way.
The critical draw back is that "RUBBER" is an insulator.
Stirling engines work best with solid copper plates on top and bottom
(clear plastic outer cylinder so you can see the displacement piston moving).
Rubber will "NOT" allow heat to easily shift between the membrane and
upper cold plenum region.
It will however demonstrate once and for all how a wavy disc can act like a
piston and a centrifugal compressor at the same time!
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SO KIM LETS PROCEED WITH EXTREME CAUTION...
Unless you have a crystal ball or a time traveler standing on the bridge of
your Star Ship. We have "NO" way of knowing if the air entering a Repulsine is
from the top or the bottom.
It is just as easy to cool warm air in a wavy disc compressor as it is to heat
cold air trapped between those two copper plates.
Gregory Peck "The guns of Naverone" ..."WE ARE IN IT NOW UP TO
OUR NECKS"!!!
The Repulsine may in the final analysis be nothing more then an
extremely over active "ATMOS" self powering clock!!!
Kim, everyone thinks the Repulsine is based on a "TOP" intake and
bottom rim exhaust.
IF THEY ARE WRONG, THEN WE ARE AMONG THE FEW EXPLORING
THE BOTTOM INTAKE THEORY AS PROPOSED BY KURT AND THE xxxxx
GROUP.
You see the top intake Repulsine really does not need a shell!!!
Why not just use an open wavy disc plate with rim blades to deflect the
exhaust by 90 degrees.
The bottom intake Repulsine "MOST DEFINITELY" requires a shell
around it to produce the proper barometric and thermodynamic conditions.
Kim this project stopped being fun a long time ago,now its just painful.
If on a small Repulsine (8 inches) we could substitute a rubber membrane
for the upper wavy disc and a can lid for the bottom plate. We could demonstrate
the Repulsine to millions of readers.
It would never reach a dangerous power level. The rubber would tear or
melt.
That Kim may be our first photographed Repulsine experiment,How to
fabricate a rubber membrane wavy disc compressor!
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I can do that in all of 5 minutes.
It would help if we could find some rubber with high heat transfer ability.
Kim, that I would have no problem showing people how to do.
Yes it may only work a few minutes but after tat your readers would feel
confident we are well on our way to a practical Repulsine theory. No mumbo
jumbo just simple and explainable physics that can be found all over the web on
legitimate physics students Stirling engine sights. The difference being that our
engine does not require a heat source as theirs does.
Is a super conserving centrifugal compressor that regenerates its own
heat loss possible???
Just turn a page in history and find out.
Good Luck Kim...consider this point does a Repulsine work because cold
air from the atmosphere cools its outer shell and makes its internal wavy disc
compressor resonate. That does require hot air to enter from the base of the
Repulsine, not cold air to enter from the top. This will never get any easier.
Its time we put a small Repulsine together again for your readers and
allow them to decide which theory is more valid.....A top intake cold air Repulsine
or a bottom intake hot air Repulsine.....THEY CAN NOT BOTH BE RIGHT!!!
P.S. the jumping staff first heats up as the piston bounces on its spring then the
atmosphere responds by cooling it and further increasing the implosion, first you
generate heat inside a structure, then the atmosphere responds by cooling it. If
your mechanism can derive useful mechanical energy from this the, power level
continues to build. The heat producing action is followed by a non equivalent
larger atmospheric cold reaction. It is sad the human race still fails to grasp that a
vast power source is right under there nose!
END

